Colleagues:

Welcome to the 95th Fall Term here at MJC. As we continue to march towards our centennial, we are nearing an end as well. I am sure that you all welcome the final stages of the MJC Measure E projects being upon us; however, we have one last construction challenge to navigate at the beginning of the term. Due to the loop road construction on West campus, parking will be impacted with some lot closures. Specifically, Lot 209 (near child care) & Lots 202/203 (near soccer field) will be closed.

A map showing these closures for August 29, 2016 is attached. To assist, an electronic sign board will be placed at the entrance from Blue Gum at 4th St., alerting when the lots are full and indicating the need to transition to Brinks Road access points. Brinks Road will be open at the familiar bridge location and the gates north of the ACE Pavilion will also be open to increase access from Brinks. Signage will be posted on Carpenter at both the Brinks Rd. and Fire Science Rd. intersections providing directions to access from Brinks Road.

http://www.mjc.edu/general/maps.php

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly or Lloyd Jackson at 575-6352.

Professionally,

Albert G. Alt, Ed.D.

Vice President College and Administrative Services